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a perfect balance of practicality and a style
for modern living.

1. Abbey

Solid beech square frame shaker style.

2. Alaska

Minimalist white lacquered doors with beech
butcher’s clock work tops.

3. Ashbourne

Solid oak frame with veneered panel doors.

4. Aubergine & Lime

A striking colour combination with long stainless
steel handles.

5. Burgundy & Kuartz

City living inspired kitchen with modern burgundy
finish.

6. Cappucino

A blend of cappuccino doors with a granite look
worktop.
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7. Charleston

A rich walnut tones shaker style kitchen.
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8. Hereford

A modern light oak front effect with a traditional
edge.

9. Kaprice

Sft cream tones with a timeless tongue and
groove design.

10. Keswick

A timeless oak toned design with smooth clack
worktops.

11. Khloe

A modern kitchen with white high gloss.

12. Kiera

An ivory finished design mixed with a rich walnut
top.

13. Knightbridge

A modern design with a combination of cool glass
and stainless steel.
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14. Kuartz
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A high gloss finish with jet black doors with
stainless steel handles.

15. Kumara

Contemporary design of walnut and stainless
steel. A rural tone in harmony with city living.

16. Komo

A soft maple finish in a shaker style.

17. Krystal

A neutral palette, smooth gloss finish, a
contemporary, minimalist style.

18. Lucca

Shaker style in a cream painted foil.

19. Ludlow

Striking style with ivory front finish.

20. Milan

A light beech effect with matt metallic and
stainless steel handles.
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21. Nevada Klassic
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Stylish and functional with warm beech doors and
gloss black surfaces.

22. Newbury

Stylish pale birch effect.

23. Pickering

A sophisticated design with a coak slab finish and
retro brushed nickel handles.

24. Savona

White shaker doors with cool black handles and
worktops.

25. Soll

Modern simplicity where metallic appliances are
amplified by a white gloss finish.

26. Sorrento

A traditional rich oak frame with modern feel.

27. Versailles

A contemporary country manor design with rustic
oak shaker doors and pewter effect handles.
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28. Vienna

A rustic style with soft cream tones and traditional
patina effect doors with vintage style handles.

29. Walnut

Deep walnut gloss combined with modern
stainless steel handles.

30. Kuartz Walnut

Deep walnut gloss slab doors creating a warm,
sophiticated space.
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are a marriage of modern manufacturing
materials and technology, with a timeless
elegance and design flair.

31. Evesham

Ivory ‘slab’ doors and soft colour together with the
satin metal handles create the ultimate statement
of tasteful simplicity.

32. Hampton

These rich walnut shaker style doors are
complemented by stainless steel bar handles.

33. Hendon

A balance of sleek minimalism of oak effect shaker
style doors with a modern, stylish aluminium bar
handle.

34. Kendal

Pippy oak effect, shaker style doors with chunky
stainless steel handles.

35. Kingston

A light oak effect, ‘slab’ style door set off by the
brushed nickel strip handle.

36. Madison

Beech effect shaker style doors with an
understated wood effect grain and a cool, stylish
aluminium bar handle.
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37. Malvern
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White PVC with an attractive Tongue and Groove
effect centre panel.

38. Nevada

A hard wearing beech vinyl door. Easy to
maintain, clean and modren with gentle contours
for a light and softer look.

39. Oakfield

Smooth slab style doors in a contemporary
Verade oak effect finish and stippled, metallic
effect frame glass doors.

40. Pearl

This cool white ash grain kitchen is finished in a
hard wearing vinyl which is easy to maintain.

41. Vancouver

Gloss white slab style kitchen with stainless steel
horizontally positioned bar handles and black
granite worktops.

